Monday, December 5, 2005
8:00  Registration & Continental Breakfast

9:00  Opening Remarks                        McCabe

9:10  ANSI Process & Registration Authority   Hogan

9:30  Enhancement to existing standard       McCabe
      M1 Harmonization issues
      Iris record description
      Update of tables
      Image quality and segmentation fields
      Miscellaneous enhancements to the standard

10:30 Break

10:50 Miscellaneous enhancements (continued) McCabe

11:20 UTF-8 Coding                         Mungovan

11:50 Transaction Tracking                  Mungovan

12:30 Lunch

1:30  Impression types and major Case codes  Swann

2:00  Type 18 – M1/CBEFF Record Type         Hapeman

2:40  XML Overview                         Coleman

3:10 Break

3:30  XML Issues & Discussion               Coleman

5:00 Adjourn
Tuesday, December 6, 2005

8:00  Registration & Continental Breakfast

9:00  Face Issues and Discussion                     Griffin / Vorder Bruegge

10:30 Break

10:40 Face Issues (Continued)                        Griffin

12:30 Lunch

1:30  Security Issues & Discussion                   Wilson

2:30  Fingerprint 3rd Level Details Discussion       Meagher Hicklin

3:30  3D Fingerprint Issue                           Long

4:00  Workshop Summary and Discussion                McCabe

5:00  Adjourn